General Terms and Conditions
Goods are sold and services rendered by AMETEK exclusively on the basis of the following General Terms and Conditions. These form a part of all contracts concluded
by AMETEK with other contracting parties for the goods or services offered by it. If the other contracting party is an entrepreneur within the meaning of sec. 14 BGB (German
Civil Code), these These General Terms and Conditions apply also to all future deliveries of goods or services even if not again separately agreed on.
2.
All General Terms and Conditions used by CUSTOMER or third parties are excluded even if AMETEK does not separately object to their applicability in a specific case.
Deviating agreements are valid only if they are concluded separately in writing. The General Terms and Conditions of AMETEK apply also if AMETEK unconditionally delivers
to the CUSTOMER with knowledge of the CUSTOMER's general terms and conditions are inconsistent with or deviating from its own. Even if AMETEK refers to a letter containing
or referring to the CUSTOMER's or a third party's terms and conditions, this does not constitute its consent to the applicability of those terms and conditions.
I.
Offer and Delivery
1.
AMETEK retains full ownership and all copyrights to all cost estimates, plans, drawings, operating instructions and training materials as well as other documents, also if
they are stored on data carriers; they may be made accessible to third parties only with the prior written consent of AMETEK. If no order is placed, the documents including any
copies must be returned promptly to AMETEK at its request.
2.
The conditions for the delivery of goods and the rendering of services by AMETEK follow from the confirmation of the order. In case of an offer binding for a limited period
of time, the offer applies, provided it is accepted in time and no separate confirmation of the order is made.
3.
Deviations customary in trade or commerce and deviations which are made on the basis of legal provisions or which represent technical improvements are admissible,
likewise the replacement of components by parts of equal value, provided the usability for the contractually intended purpose is not impaired.
1.

II.

Prices and Terms of Payment

The prices are understood "CPT" (CPT INCOTERMS 2020) without assembly or installation and excluding packaging, plus VAT. The costs for creating export documents, or
applicable registration fees have to be borne by the CUSTOMER. For deliveries under deviating delivery terms CUSTOMER has to bear all costs including transport, import tax,
import duties, etc. Payment is to be made free at the place of payment within 30 days of the invoice date and without deduction. Services and calibrations have to be paid within
15 days.
2.
The CUSTOMER can set off its claims from AMETEK's claims only if they have been awarded by final judgment, are undisputed or have been recognized by AMETEK in
writing. The CUSTOMER has a right of retention only in respect of claims arising from the same contractual relationship.
3.
If the CUSTOMER cancels an order without good reason before readiness for shipment or before the service or maintenance or calibration work is performed, AMETEK
can demand 25% of the sales price or of the remuneration for the costs caused by processing the order and for lost profits, without prejudice to its right to demand compensation
for an actual greater loss. If the order is cancelled after readiness for shipment or after the beginning of work, 35% of the sales price or of the remuneration shall be paid. The
CUSTOMER retains the right to prove a smaller loss.
4.
AMETEK reserves the right at any time prior to delivery of the products to increase the price of the products by notice to Customer in its reasonable discretion to reflect
an increase in the cost of the products relevant to the price calculation due to (i) a change in delivery dates or (ii) external factors beyond AMETEK's control (such as exchange
rate fluctuations, currency regulation, change in import duties (excluding any penalty duties), significant increase in the cost of materials or other manufacturing costs). Increases
in one type of cost may only be used to increase the price to the extent that there is no offset by any decrease in costs in other areas. AMETEK will reduce the price equally if
external costs (such as customs duties) are reduced or eliminated.
5.
Further, AMETEK reserves the right to increase the price of the products at its reasonable discretion if the preconditions according to the above paragraph 4 are fulfilled,,
should AMETEK as a result of governmental action or regulation including, without limitation, those contemplated by an investigation under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. §1862) or under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. §2411), incur additional duties, tariffs or restrictions on products sold hereunder,
or on the raw materials that are used in making such products.
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III.

Delivery and Performance Period

The time for delivery or performance in accordance with I.2 can be observed only once all technical questions have been cleared up and all documents to be made
available by the CUSTOMER are received in time, e.g. export papers, permits, certificates, approvals, plans, and provided the agreed terms of payment have been observed
and other obligations fulfilled. Otherwise the period must be reasonably extended. The defense of non-performance of the contract is reserved.
2.
If shipment is agreed on, the delivery periods and delivery dates relate to the time of the hand-over to the carrier, forwarder or other third party charged with the
transportation. Should delivery be delayed for reasons with the CUSTOMER is responsible for, the time of the notification of readiness for shipment shall be deemed to be the
day of delivery.
3.
If the shipment or the actual delivery is delayed at the CUSTOMER's request, AMETEK can demand a storage fee of 0.5% of the invoice amount for every beginning of a
month or a provable higher storage fee, beginning 4 weeks after the notification of readiness for shipment.
IV.
Passing of the Risk
The risk shall pass over to the CUSTOMER, also if freight-free delivery or return shipment was agreed on, as soon as the consignment is shipped by AMETEK (hand-over to
the carrier) or is collected by the CUSTOMER. Deviating from this, the risk shall pass over in case of a purchase of consumer goods within the meaning of secs. 474 et seq.
BGB only at the time of the hand-over of the goods to the CUSTOMER. Best care must be exercised in packaging the goods, the shipment must be arranged at AMETEK's best
discretion. At the CUSTOMER's request and expense, the consignment will be covered by transport insurance. If the shipment, the beginning of installation or assembly work
or such work is delayed at the CUSTOMER's request or for reasons that the CUSTOMER is responsible for, the risk shall pass over to the CUSTOMER at the beginning of the
delay.
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V.

Installation and Assembly

AMETEK is obliged to install and assemble only if this is expressly agreed on.
If AMETEK undertakes to install or assemble for separate remuneration, the following applies:
2.1 The CUSTOMER will pay to AMETEK the agreed rates for working time and surcharges for extra work, work at night or on Sundays or public holidays, for work under
difficult conditions and for planning and supervision. Preparatory and operating times as well as reports back shall be deemed to constitute working time.
2.2 Furthermore the following costs will be remunerated separately: Travelling costs, costs for the transportation and insurance of workmen's tools, costs for overnight
accommodation and meals.
1.
2.

VI.

Acceptance of Delivery

Goods delivered are to be accepted by the CUSTOMER. This applies even if the goods delivered have evident defects, the statutory duties to report and complain apply.
AMETEK has the right to make partial delivery only if
2.1 the partial delivery is useful for the CUSTOMER for the contractually intended purpose,
2.2 the delivery of the remaining ordered goods is ensured and
2.3 no considerable amount of extra work or additional costs arise for the CUSTOMER (unless AMETEK declares its willingness to pay these costs).
3.
The CUSTOMER undertakes to take care of the disposal of packaging at its own expense and releases AMETEK from all legal obligations in connection with packaging
waste in accordance with the regulation for the avoidance of packaging waste.
4.
Formal acceptance is required for a work performance if requested by either contractual party. If no acceptance is requested, the performance is considered to be accepted
12 business days after a written notice that the performance is complete. If no acceptance is requested and the customer has begun using the performance or a part of the
performance, acceptance shall be considered granted 6 business days after the start of use unless otherwise agreed.
1.
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VII.

Retention of Title, Guarantee

AMETEK retains title to the object of purchase or to parts brought in for repairs and service work until all claims (including all claims to the balance on current accounts)
under the contract and for any legal reason which AMETEK may have against the CUSTOMER now or in future have been received. If the CUSTOMER is a consumer within
the meaning of sec. 13 BGB, AMETEK retain title to the object of purchase until full payment of the purchase price for this thing. In case of breach of contract by the CUSTOMER,
especially default in payment, AMETEK has the right to demand that the things sold subject to retention of title be handed over, provided AMETEK cancelled the contract.
AMETEK has the right to realize the thing after it is taken back and to set off the realization proceeds from the CUSTOMER's liabilities, deducting reasonable realization costs.
2.
The CUSTOMER is obliged to carefully treat the thing and to insure it for the reinstatement value against fire, water and theft at its own expense. If maintenanceXI.
and
inspection work is necessary, the CUSTOMER must carry out such work in time at its own expense.
3.
In case of a levy of execution or other third-party interference, the CUSTOMER must inform AMETEK promptly in writing to enable AMETEK to take legal action or seek
legal remedies. The CUSTOMER is liable for damages if the third party is not able to compensate AMETEK for the court and/or out-of-court costs.
4.
The CUSTOMER has the right to resell the object of purchase or the repaired thing in the ordinary course of business; however the CUSTOMER hereby already assigns
to AMETEK all claims in the full invoice amount including VAT arising for the CUSTOMER from the resale against his customers or against third parties, regardless of whether
the thing was resold without or after further processing. AMETEK accepts the assignment. The CUSTOMER remains entitled to collect this claim even after the assignment. The
right of AMETEK to collect the claim itself remains unaffected. However, AMETEK will not collect the claim as long as the CUSTOMER discharges his payment obligations out
of the proceeds, is not in default in payment and especially no application for the institution of composition or insolvency proceedings is made or payments are discontinued. If
any of the above events occurs, AMETEK can demand that the CUSTOMER inform it of the assigned claims and the debtors, provide all information necessary for the collection
of the claims, hand over the related documents, and inform the debtor (third party) of the assignment. AMETEK also has the right to notify the debtor of the assigned claim itself.
5.
The processing or conversion of the thing by the CUSTOMER always takes place for AMETEK as the manufacturer within the meaning of sec. 950 BGB. If the thing is
processed with other things not belonging to AMETEK, AMETEK acquires co-ownership of the new thing in the proportion between the value of the thing (invoice amount
including VAT) and the other processed things at the time of processing. The same provisions apply analogously to the thing created by processing.
6.
If the thing is inseparably mixed with other things not belonging to AMETEK, AMETEK acquires co-ownership of the new thing in the proportion between the value of the
thing (invoice amount including VAT) and the other mixed things. If the things are mixed in such a way that the CUSTOMER's thing is to be regarded as the principal thing, it is
agreed that the CUSTOMER will transfer co-ownership to AMETEK proportionately. The CUSTOMER shall safeguard the sole ownership or co-ownership thus arising for
AMETEK.
7.
The CUSTOMER also assigns to AMETEK the claim as security for its claims against the CUSTOMER which arise against a third party from a combination between the
object of the purchase and a piece of real estate. AMETEK accepts the assignment.
8.
If further measures are necessary in the CUSTOMER's country to make retention of title effective, the CUSTOMER is obliged to carry out these measures or to co-operate
in their implementation.
9.
If the goods are delivered abroad, AMETEK will be entitled to request the client to give it an unrestricted, chronologically unlimited, directly enforceable guarantee from a
bank subject to German law licensed in the EU, for the purpose of guaranteeing payment claims.
10. AMETEK will release its security at the CUSTOMER's request if the realizable value of the security held by AMETEK persistently exceeds the claims to be secured by
more than 20%; the selection of the security to be released is made by AMETEK.
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consumer goods within the meaning of secs. 474 et seq. BGB, the statutory provision in sec. 439 (1) BGB remains applicable. If AMETEK chooses to remedy the defect,
AMETEK must bear all expenses necessary for the purpose of remedying the defect, in particular transportation, travelling, labour and material costs. This shall leave unaffected
the right of AMETEK to refuse the kind of subsequent performance chosen by the CUSTOMER in accordance with sec. 439 (3) BGB if that would involve disproportionate costs.
Apart from that, the CUSTOMER must bear the costs. If subsequent performance fails, the CUSTOMER can cancel the agreement or reduce the price.
5.
The limitation period for warranty claims is 12 months from the time of the passing of the risk. This does not apply to damage claims arising from defects which were
caused with intent or through gross negligence or resulted in wrongful death or physical injury or harm to human health; in these cases the statutory periods apply.
In case of a purchase of consumer goods within the meaning of secs. 474 et seq. BGB, the limitation period counting from the time of the passing of the risk is 24 month for
newly manufactured things and 12 month for used things. The limitation period in case of recourse against the supplier pursuant to secs.478, 479 BGB shall remain unaffected.
IX.

CUSTOMER's Rights to Cancel the Contract, Further Limitation of Liability

In case of a disruption of business due to force majeure, strikes or a shortage of raw materials, AMETEK can cancel the agreement unless the event only temporarily
prevents performance. The rights of AMETEK under sec. 313 BGB shall remain unaffected.
2.
The CUSTOMER can cancel the agreement if it definitely becomes impossible for AMETEK to perform entirely prior to the passing of the risk. The same applies if AMETEK
is unable to perform. The CUSTOMER can also cancel the agreement if a number of things of the same kind was ordered and it becomes impossible to deliver a number of
these things, and the CUSTOMER has a legitimate interest in rejecting the partial delivery; if that is not the case, the CUSTOMER can reduce the amount of payment accordingly.
3.
If the impossibility arises during a time of default in acceptance or through the CUSTOMER's sole or primary fault, the CUSTOMER remains obliged to perform, unless
the impossibility was caused by willful intent or gross negligence of AMETEK during the time of default in acceptance.
4.
AMETEK’s liability to indemnify, on whatever legal basis, especially arising from delivery becoming impossible, being delayed, defective or incorrect, from breach of
contract, from dereliction of duties in the course of contract negotiations, and from wrongful acts is, insofar as it amounts to AMETEK being at fault in each case concerned,
restricted under the provisions of this § 7.
5.
AMETEK is not liable in the case of simple negligence on the part of its executive bodies, statutory representatives, employees or other vicarious agents unless it involves
a breach of substantial duties. A substantial duty is a duty in which the Customer has and should have confidence. Substantial duties are, for example, the obligation to deliver
and to install the goods concerned in good time and free of major defects together with AMETEK’s legal duties to provide advice, protection, and care that are intended to
facilitate the Customer’s use of the goods as per contract or which have the object of protecting the life and limb of the Customer’s personnel.
6.
In the event of a violation of significant contractual obligations through simple negligence, AMETEK shall only be liable for reasonably foreseeable damage that is typical
for this type of contract. Furthermore, indirect damage and consequential damage resulting from defects in the delivered item shall only be eligible for compensation where such
damage can typically be expected given proper use of the delivered item.
7.
Insofar as AMETEK is liable to indemnify under this paragraph on its merits, such liability is restricted to losses that AMETEK has, at the time of entering into the contract,
foreseen as possible consequences of a breach of it or ought to have foreseen had it applied the care normal within the industry concerned. Indirect losses and consequential
damage arising from defects in what has been delivered are, furthermore, only redressible if such damage is typically to be expected when what has been delivered is used for
its specified purpose.
8.
In the event of liability for simple negligence AMETEK’s duty to indemnify for material loss and personal injury is limited to an amount of €5,000,000 per event of damage,
for financial loss it is limited to an amount of €1.000.000 per event of loss, both per annum aggregate, even if breach of a substantial contractual duty is involved. On request,
AMETEK shall send the CUSTOMER a certificate of insurance evidencing insurance coverage. In the event of the insurer being released from its obligation to perform resting
on an omission of duty by AMETEK, AMETEK commits itself to guaranteeing to pay the CUSTOMER up to the level of the sum insured from its own funds.
9.
Liability exclusions and limitations apply to the same extent in favor of AMETEK’s executive bodies, statutory representatives, employees and other vicarious agents.
10. The limitations of this § 7 do not apply to AMETEK’s liability on account of willful behavior, for guaranteed essential product features, on account of injury to life, the body
or health or to liability under the product liability law.
1.

X.

Special Provisions for Calibration Services

AMETEK maintains calibration laboratories. Here, in addition to general services in connection with the traceable calibration of measuring and test equipment, special
calibration services are performed on the basis of an accreditation by Deutsche Akkreditierungsstelle GmbH (DAkkS). These calibration services are governed supplementarily
to and, in case of contradictions, with priority over the provisions in Part A of these conditions by the following provisions.
2.
Insofar as DAkkS calibration work is performed, the scope and content of the accreditation of AMETEK follow from the accreditation document as well as the related annex
to the document, in each case as amended. The accreditation document and the annex are available at all times on the website of AMETEKunder www.ametek.de. The
accreditation allows AMETEK to issue DAkkS calibration certificates. Details are set out in the annex to the accreditation document, see www.ametek.de. AMETEKhas the right
to record the calibrations performed by it, to store these data and to pass them on to the accreditation entity in order to perform its documentation duties.
1.
If the CUSTOMER places the order with reference to a written cost estimate by AMETEK, and the completeness of the object to be calibrated as well as its ability to be
calibrated are determined upon receipt of the object to be calibrated, the CUSTOMER will receive a written order confirmation. However, the calibration will begin only after the
presentation of all necessary documents, especially the operating instructions, and only once the necessary accessories have been received. If documents or accessories
necessary for calibration are missing, AMETEK has the right to reject the calibration order.
2.
AMETEK will in general charge a lump sum for its services, determined on the basis of prior experience and documented in a price list. Furthermore, prices can be charged
on the basis of hourly rates multiplied by the number of the hours of work, plus the necessary materials. If prices are calculated on the basis of hourly rates and materials used,
the invoice amount for the CUSTOMER follows from the addition of the necessary working time for the calibration work, e.g. for shipment, in the calibration laboratory, for other
necessary work etc., multiplied by the hourly rate fixed by management. If it is determined in the course of the calibration work that the object to be calibrated is not capable of
calibration, about the order processing will be informed in writing and the costs incurred up to that time will be calculated. The defect is to be documented and the calibration
order to be rejected with reasons. If additional adjustment work is necessary for calibration, the CUSTOMER must be informed by telephone or in writing about the extra expenses
caused thereby. If the CUSTOMER wants a separate cost estimate or an amended order confirmation for this, the calibration process will be suspended for the necessary time
period. Materials and packing materials used in the course of the preparations and the actual calibration process and to send the equipment to the CUSTOMER as well as
postage and transport costs will be charged separately.
3.
If the calibration fails entirely or partly or cannot be performed in the form desired by the CUSTOMER, AMETEK retains the full payment claim provided AMETEK informed
the CUSTOMER before or when the order was placed about the risk of failure, unless the missing or limited success is due to the defective conduct of the calibration process.
If the calibration fails because of a defect of the device to be calibrated, AMETEK must be compensated for the time of work until then. If the agreed delivery period changes in
the course of the processing of the customer's order, due to unforeseeable circumstances such as failure of the reference standards, temporary inability of the laboratory staff
to work or defects in the final evaluation in the QM test, the CUSTOMER will be informed promptly by telephone or in writing. If calibrations are necessary to perform the order
which cannot be carried out because of the range of services of the calibration laboratory or unforeseeable circumstances, laboratories able to perform the calibration tasks
concerned can be used as subcontractors. These calibration laboratories must satisfy the requirements of DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025 or successor provisions. For this purpose the
head of the calibration laboratory will obtain an offer from the calibration laboratory in question and then decide whether to use the subcontractor after consulting the
CUSTOMERCUSTOMER. If the subcontractor is chosen by the CUSTOMER or by a public authority, the responsibility for the work to be done is upon the CUSTOMER or, as
the case may be, the authority.
4.
If the device provided by the CUSTOMER has a defect which impairs the technical function or the ability to be calibrated, AMETEK will at the CUSTOMER's request send
the device to the manufacturer/supplier for repairs. For the sake of simplicity, the repair order will be placed in the name and for the account of AMETEK, unless the CUSTOMER
expressly demands in advance that the order be placed in its name. Regardless of who formally places the order, AMETEK has the right, in addition to external costs to be paid,
to charge the CUSTOMER a handling fee, the amount of which is stated in the current price list (see www.ametek.de). Packaging expenses as well as shipment or transport
costs can be separately charged by AMETEK.
Complaints regarding the nature, quality and result of calibration work must be addressed to the calibration laboratory in writing within a preclusive period of six months after the
calibration certificate is issued.
In case of slight negligence the liability of AMETEK for damages is limited to € 250,000 for property damage and € 50,000 for financial loss.
The limitation of liability applies also as between the CUSTOMER and employees, persons employed by AMETEK in the performance of its contractual obligations, and suppliers
as well as other persons involved in the calibration process. The limitation of liability does
not apply in case of a culpable violation of essential contractual duties. In these cases AMETEK shall be liable - except in case of wilful intent or gross negligence - only for the
damage typically to be expected of this kind of contract and reasonably foreseeable. Apart from that, the provisions in IX. apply.
1.

Software
If and to the extent that AMETEK’s scope of delivery includes software, the CUSTOMER shall be granted a non-exclusive right to use the delivered software. This shall
be provided for use via the designated delivery items. The CUSTOMER may only reproduce, revise or translate the software, or transform the object code into source code, to
the extent permissible by law (§§ 96a ff. UrhG [German Copyright Act]). All rights to the software shall remain with AMETEK.
2.
The CUSTOMER is not allowed to change or to remove AMETEK´s information, e.g. Copyright-Labels, without AMETEK´s approval; the same applies if the CUSTOMER
is creating an archival backup copy. All rights to the software, to the documentation and to any archival back up copy created with AMETEK´s approval shall remain with
AMETEK. Sub licensing to third parties is not permitted.
1.

XII. Export Control, FCPA, Anti-Boycott

The products which are delivered can contain technology and software governed by the export control legislation of the Federal Republic of Germany as well as the control
legislation of the United States of America or of the countries into which the products are delivered or where they are used. The CUSTOMER undertakes to strictly observe these
provisions. Under these laws, certain products must in particular not be delivered to certain users or delivered to or licensed in certain countries which are involved in activities
in connection with weapons of mass destruction or genocide. The CUSTOMER knows that the export control rules provide for different restrictions and are regularly amended,
depending on the acquired goods. The CUSTOMER represents that the provisions currently in force will be checked and observed prior to any exportation or re-exportation of
the products. AMETEK has the right to cancel the contract at any time if export rules are violated.
2.
CUSTOMER shall not make any disposition of the products, by way of transshipment, re-export, diversion or otherwise, except as applicable export laws and regulations
of the Federal Republic of Germany and the U.S. may expressly permit, and other than in and to the ultimate country of destination specified on order(s) or declared as the
country of ultimate destination on AMETEK's invoices or in the End Use Statement that CUSTOMER supplies AMETEK. AMETEK shall not be named as shipper or exporter of
record or U.S. principal party-in-interest (USPPI) unless specifically agreed to in writing by AMETEK in which case, CUSTOMER shall provide AMETEK with a copy of the
documents filed by CUSTOMER for Export clearance purposes. At AMETEK’s request, CUSTOMER shall supply end-use and end-user information to determine export license
applicability. Failure of CUSTOMER to comply with this section shall constitute a material default allowing AMETEK to cancel related order(s) without liability.
3.
CUSTOMER warrants that it shall not violate or cause AMETEK to violate the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (FCPA), as amended, the United Kingdom
Bribery Act (UKBA) of 2010, as amended, or their respective implementing regulations in connection with CUSTOMER’s sale or distribution of the products and/or services, and
that CUSTOMER does not know or have reason to believe that any consultant, agent, representative or other person retained by CUSTOMER in connection with the sale and/or
distribution of products/services has violated, nor caused AMETEK to violate the FPCA and/or the UKBA. Where CUSTOMER learns of or has reason to know of any violation
VIII.
Liability for Defects
of FCPA and/or or UKBA in connection with the sale or distribution of products/services, CUSTOMER shall immediately advise AMETEK.
4.
CUSTOMER further guarantees that CUSTOMER shall not violate or cause AMETEK to violate the U.S. Antiboycott Provisions of the U.S. Export Administration
1.
The CUSTOMER's warranty claims are contingent upon the performance of the statutory obligation to examine and complain by the CUSTOMER. There is no warranty if Regulations issued pursuant to the U.S. Export Administration Act of 1979, as amended, in connection with CUSTOMER’s purchase of products/services and that CUSTOMER
the CUSTOMER changes the delivery item or has it changed by third parties without the consent of AMETEK and remedial work is thereby made impossible or unreasonably shall not request or require AMETEK to make statements or certifications against countries that are not subject to boycott by the U.S.
difficult. The CUSTOMER must in any case bear the extra costs for remedial work caused by the changes.
2.
Information provided by AMETEK regarding the subject of the delivery or service, as well as any descriptions of same, shall be definitive unless exact conformity is required XI. Final Provisions
in order to use it for the contractually agreed purpose. These are not guaranteed characteristics, but descriptions or identifications of the delivery or service. Customary deviations
and deviations resulting from legal provisions or which represent technical improvements, as well as replacing components with equivalent components, are permissible where 1. If any provisions of the Agreement are invalid, the other parts remain valid.
this does not impair usability for the contractually intended purpose.
2. The law of the Federal Republic of Germany is applicable. The court language is German. The applicability of U.N. sales law is excluded. The court at the domicile of
3.
If the customer is an entrepreneur, defect claims require the customer to have properly fulfilled the inspection and complaint obligations as per § 377 HGB [German AMETEK has exclusive jurisdiction in case of any and all disputes arising from the contractual relationship, provided the CUSTOMER is a merchant within the meaning of secs.
Commercial Code]. § 377 HGB applies analogously to contracts for work. After the transfer of risk and/or acceptance of the product, the customer must immediately inspect the 1 et seq. HGB (German Commercial Code). AMETEK also has the right to sue at the CUSTOMER's domicile. Mandatory legal provisions on exclusive jurisdiction remain
product to ensure its functionality and shall immediately inform AMETEK in writing of any defects determined at that time, as well as any hidden defects as soon as these are unaffected by this provision.
discovered, at the latest within 7 days.
4.
In case of a defect, AMETEK has the option to perform subsequently either by remedying the defect or by delivering a new defect- free thing. In case of a purchase of
1.

